Members of the Metropolitan Transportation Commission Plan Bay Area 2050 Team,

Hello, I am very excited that the Draft Plan Bay Area plan is released and would like to submit feedback:

1. No freeway or highway expansion. The draft plan calls for 450 miles of new freeway lanes by 2050, at a cost of $20bn, including in urban areas like San Francisco. Almost half of this cost is hidden in the Express Lane program, which will primarily encourage new auto trips by expanding freeway capacity. Plan Bay Area’s own analysis shows that building freeway lanes results in more congestion and higher emissions than if they were not built. Freeways are already choking the bay!

2. Create Express Lanes out of existing lanes. Instead of building new freeway lanes, we should create a network of free-flowing traffic lanes by converting existing general purpose lanes to Express Lanes. This will generate revenue, reduce emissions, and improve transit service, without the added congestion and emissions that come from building new freeway lanes. These Express Lanes should be for buses as well as a way to get people out of cars.

Bus only lanes that are frequent and reliable would be a great car alternative. Not for everyone but for a lot of people.

3. Remove freeways instead of building more of them. It's time to remove urban freeways that cause high rates of asthma, covid vulnerability, and other public health impacts in communities of color, and don't even serve a compelling transportation need. Freeway removal was not even studied in Plan Bay Area, so we don't know how much these projects would improve congestion and emissions. Plan Bay Area should study proposed freeway removal projects, such as I-280 and the Central Freeway in San Francisco, and I-980 in Oakland.

Milo Trauss